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Abstract

Background and aims: Compared to White individuals, Black individuals demonstrate a lower pain tolerance. Research suggests that differences in pain coping strategies, such as prayer, may mediate this race difference. However, previous research has been cross-sectional and has not determined whether prayer in and of itself or rather the passive nature of prayer is driving the effects on pain tolerance. The aim of this study was to clarify the relationships among race, prayer (both active and passive), and pain tolerance.

Methods: We randomly assigned 208 pain-free participants (47% Black, 53% White) to one of three groups: active prayer (“God, help me endure the pain”), passive prayer (“God, take the pain away”), or no prayer (“The sky is blue”). Participants first completed a series of questionnaires including the Duke University Religion Index, the Coping Strategies Questionnaire-Revised (CSQ-R), and the Pain Catastrophizing Scale. Participants were then instructed to repeat a specified prayer or distractor coping statement while undergoing a cold pressor task. Cold pain tolerance was measured by the number of seconds that had elapsed while the participant’s hand remained in the cold water bath (maximum 180 s).

Results: Results of independent samples t-tests indicated that Black participants scored higher on the CSQ-R prayer/hoping subscale. However, there were no race differences among other coping strategies, religiosity, or catastrophizing. Results of a 2 (Race: White vs. Black) × 3 (Prayer: active vs. passive vs. no prayer) ANCOVA controlling for a general tendency to pray and catastrophizing in response to prayer indicated a main effect of prayer that approached significance (p = 0.06). Pairwise comparisons indicated that those in the active prayer condition demonstrated greater pain tolerance than those in the passive (p = 0.06) and no prayer (p = 0.03) conditions. Those in the passive and no prayer distractor conditions did not significantly differ (p = 0.70). There was also a trending main effect of race [p = 0.08], with White participants demonstrating greater pain tolerance than Black participants.

Conclusions: Taken together, these results indicate that Black participants demonstrated a lower pain tolerance than White participants, and those in the active prayer condition demonstrated greater tolerance than those in the passive and no prayer conditions. Furthermore, Black participants in the passive prayer group demonstrated the lowest pain tolerance, while White participants in the active prayer group exhibited the greatest tolerance. Results of this study suggest that passive prayer, like other passive coping strategies, may be related to lower pain tolerance and thus poorer pain outcomes, perhaps especially for Black individuals. On the other hand, results suggest active prayer is associated with greater pain tolerance, especially for White individuals.

Implications: These results suggest that understanding the influence of prayer on pain may require differentiation between active versus passive prayer strategies. Like other active coping strategies for pain, active prayer may facilitate self-management of pain and thus enhance pain outcomes independent of race. Psychosocial interventions may help religiously-oriented individuals, regardless of race, cultivate a more active style of prayer to improve their quality of life.
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1 Introduction

The pain experience varies across race and ethnicity. Compared to White individuals, Black individuals report
higher levels of pain associated with a number of chronic health conditions [1–6]. Likewise, Black individuals demonstrate a lower pain tolerance and report higher pain intensity and unpleasantness during experimental pain tasks than do non-Hispanic Whites [7–15].

The race differences in pain sensitivity may be due, in part, to differences in pain-related coping. Indeed, pain-related coping has been associated with pain intensity, adjustment to chronic pain, and psychological and physical function [16–19]. For example, the coping strategy of ignoring pain is associated with less pain and better psychological functioning, whereas strategies that involve catastrophizing and diverting attention are associated with more pain and depression and poorer psychological functioning [17, 18, 20–22]. Despite some evidence suggesting that praying/hoping as a pain coping strategy is associated with increased pain and poorer functioning [17, 23–25], the evidence is mixed, with recent studies reporting prayer is associated with improved pain and functional outcomes. Specifically, intercessory prayer has been shown to improve migraine pain [26]. Further, Jegindo and colleagues [27, 28] found that for religious pain-free individuals, prayer was associated with decreased pain intensity and unpleasantness during an electrical stimulation task.

Furthermore, there are well-documented race differences in pain-related coping. A recent meta-analysis found race differences in the use of pain-related coping strategies, with Black individuals engaging in praying/hoping more than White individuals [29]. The differential use of prayer as a coping strategy may mediate the race differences in pain sensitivity. However, little is known about the relationships among praying, race, and pain sensitivity. Although several studies have examined relationships between two of these variables [30–32], we are aware of only one study [15] that has examined the relationships among all three. Results of that study suggest that strategies involving praying and hoping mediated the race differences in cold pain tolerance among healthy adults. Specifically, Black individuals used praying/hoping strategies more than White individuals, and this difference partially accounted for the relatively lower pain tolerance times of Black individuals [15]. However, because that study was correlational in nature, it could not answer questions about causality or directionality.

Another important limitation of the current pain coping literature is related to the conceptualization and measurement of praying as a coping strategy. Although there are several types of prayer and prayer coping strategies [33], many studies examining praying in the context of coping with pain have used the Coping Strategies Questionnaire, which conceptualizes praying as a passive strategy (e.g. “I pray for the pain to stop”) [34]. Previous research suggests that passive coping, including passive prayer, is related to worse pain and functioning and to higher rates of disability [35–40]. There is scant literature, however, on the impact of active prayer on pain-related outcomes. Further, the differential role of active versus passive prayer in explaining race differences in pain has not been explored. An experimental study in which praying is manipulated would allow for stronger conclusions about the directionality of this relationship.

To address these gaps in the literature, we examined the influence of prayer – as an active versus passive coping strategy – on the relationship between participant race and experimental pain tolerance. We hypothesized that (1) Black participants would demonstrate a lower pain tolerance than White participants, (2) participants (of both races) engaging in passive prayer would have a lower pain tolerance than those engaging in active or no prayer, and (3) Black participants engaging in passive prayer would have the lowest pain tolerance while White participants engaging in active prayer would have the highest pain tolerance.

## 2 Methods

### 2.1 Participants

Participants were 208 healthy, pain-free undergraduate students from the Psychology Department at Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis (IUPUI). An a priori statistical power analysis (G*Power 3.1.9.2) was performed to estimate the sample size needed for this study. These estimates were based on data from the Meints and Hirsh [15] study examining race differences in pain tolerance, as it provided the most relevant data for the proposed study. The mean effect size for the main effect of race on pain tolerance in that study was large ($d = 0.69$). With an alpha of 0.01 and power at 0.80, the projected sample size needed to test the main hypotheses is approximately 102. We also performed a second power analysis using a more conservative effect size ($d = 0.50$) and found a projected sample size of 191. Thus, the sample of 208 participants should provide adequate power for the primary analyses.

### 2.2 Measures

#### 2.2.1 Pain coping

The Coping Strategies Questionnaire-Revised (CSQ-R) is a 27-item self-report measure of pain-related coping [41]. It
comprises six cognitive coping strategies (diverting attention, reinterpreting pain sensations, coping self-statements, ignoring pain sensations, praying/hoping, and catastrophizing). Participants rated the frequency with which they used each strategy when experiencing pain from 0 (never do that) to 6 (always do that). The CSQ-R has been shown to valid and reliable among both healthy, pain-free individuals and those with chronic pain, and has demonstrated subscale reliability ranging from 0.72 to 0.86 [41, 42]. The 6-factor structure was retained in this sample with good overall ($\alpha = 0.87$) and subscale (range of $\alpha = 0.78$ to 0.84) reliability.

### 2.2.2 Pain catastrophizing

The Pain Catastrophizing Scale (PCS) is a 13-item self-report measure of pain catastrophizing [43]. The PCS comprises three dimensions: rumination, magnification, and helplessness [44]. Participants use a 5-point scale ranging from 0 (not at all) to 4 (all the time) to rate how frequently they experience catastrophic cognitions when in pain. The PCS has strong criterion-related, concurrent, and discriminant validity [44–46]. It has been validated in healthy, pain-free individuals and has an invariant factor structure across clinical and non-clinical populations [47]. There was good overall reliability within this sample ($\alpha = 0.93$).

### 2.2.3 Religiosity

The Duke University Religion Index (DUREL) is a 5-item self-report measure of religious involvement [48]. The measure assesses three dimensions of religiosity: organized religious activity (e.g. attending church services), non-organized religious activity (e.g. prayer), and intrinsic religiosity (“In my life, I experience the presence of the Divine”). Participants first use a 6-point scale to rate the frequency with which they engage in organized and non-organized religious activities. They then use a 5-point scale ranging from 1 (definitely not true) to 5 (definitely true of me) to rate the extent to which 3 statements describing their intrinsic religiosity are true. The scale has good overall reliability ($\alpha = 0.80$).

### 2.2.4 Pain tolerance

Pain tolerance was measured as the total number of seconds elapsed at the time of withdrawal from the cold pressor. Cold pain tolerance has strong reliability and validity and demonstrated relevance to clinical pain [7, 49–52].

### 2.3 Procedure

Interested individuals were screened for eligibility via telephone. Participants were excluded if they had chronic pain, circulatory problems, hypertension, diabetes, heart or vascular disease, a history of fainting spells, a seizure disorder, Raynaud’s Disease, Sickle Cell Anemia, were pregnant, under psychiatric care, had had an allergic skin reaction or excessive bruising, had participated in a cold pressor pain experiment before, had had frostbite on their non-dominant hand, or had recently sprained or fractured their wrist or hand. Participants were also excluded if they did not endorse belief in the power of prayer (e.g. “Do you believe in the power of prayer to God?”). Eligible participants were then invited to the laboratory to complete the study. Upon arrival, participants provided informed consent. Participants who had used analgesic medications within the past 24 h, consumed caffeine or alcohol within the last 2 h, or used tobacco products within the last 2 h were rescheduled. Using a block size of 4, participants were then randomly assigned to one of three groups: active prayer, passive prayer, or no prayer. During the testing session, participants completed questionnaires using the Qualtrics online platform that included a demographic questionnaire, CSQ-R [41], DUREL [48], and PCS [43]. Participants also completed a cold pressor task (CPT) in which they submerged their non-dominant hand in a circulating cold water bath (2°C; Thermo Scientific Arctic Series Refrigerated Bath Circulator; Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). Researchers instructed participants to keep their hand in the water until the sensation became intolerable, at which point the participants removed their hand from the water. After 3 min elapsed, participants who had not removed their hand were asked to do so. While participants’ hands were submerged, they were asked to repeat one of three statements over and over again aloud. The order of completion of the questionnaires and pain task was counterbalanced to prevent order effects. At the end of the study, participants were debriefed and compensated with class credit. This study was approved by the IUPUI Institutional Review Board and all procedures were in accordance with the Helsinki Declaration of 1975, as revised in 1983.

### 2.3.1 Prayer manipulation

Participants in the passive prayer group repeated the phrase, “God, take the pain away.” This statement was based on the wording of items from the praying/hoping subscale of the CSQ-R, which conceptualizes prayer as a...
passive coping strategy. Participants in the active prayer group repeated the phrase, “God, help me endure the pain.” This statement was derived from the Religious Coping Scale and adapted to be active in nature (RCOPE [53]). For the current study, we chose coping statements that were consistent with passive and active prayer and that were relatively brief and equal in length, as well as relevant to the CPT procedure. Participants in the no prayer group repeated the phrase, “The sky is blue,” during the CPT. This phrase was used for the control condition in a similar previous study that manipulated catastrophizing during an experimental CPT procedure [54].

2.4 Data analysis

An examination of the raw data revealed that pain tolerance was positively skewed (skew = 2.15, SE = 0.17) and leptokurtic (kurtosis = 0.97, SE = 0.34), thus not meeting assumptions of normality. Therefore, data were transformed using a Log10 transformation prior to completing any subsequent analyses. The below results include back-transformed values for ease of interpretation.

Independent samples t-tests were used to examine race differences in psychosocial variables. We used a more stringent alpha of 0.01 for all t-tests to reduce the possibility of Type I error given the multitude of analyses. We then conducted a 2 (race: Black vs. White) × 3 (praying: active vs. passive vs. no prayer) ANCOVA examining the main and interaction effects of race and praying on pain tolerance while controlling for the general tendency to use prayer as a pain coping strategy (CSQ-R Praying/Hoping subscale) and the general tendency to engage in pain catastrophizing (PCS). These variables were included as covariates as they have been shown to differ by race and be related to experimental pain outcomes [15, 55, 56]. For this primary ANCOVA analysis, alpha was set to 0.05.

3 Results

3.1 Participant characteristics

The sample consisted of 208 participants (80% female, 47% Black, 96% Christian, see Table 1). The distribution of sex did not differ significantly between races ($\chi^2_{1, N=208} = 0.06, p = 0.81$), nor did the distribution of religious affiliation ($\chi^2_{3, N=208} = 4.72, p = 0.19$). The mean age for Black (20.41 years, SD = 4.74) and White (19.89 years, SD = 3.61) participants did not significantly differ ($t_{192} = 0.88, p = 0.38$).

### Table 1: Sample characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>79 (81)</td>
<td>88 (79)</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.4 (4.7)</td>
<td>19.9 (3.6)</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90 (93)</td>
<td>108 (97)</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (2)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (2)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 (3)</td>
<td>3 (3)</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Race differences in psychosocial variables

The results of independent samples t-tests (see Table 2) indicated that, compared to White participants, Black participants scored significantly higher on the CSQ-R Praying/Hoping subscale ($p < 0.01$), thus, endorsing that they use prayer more frequently in response to pain. There were no other significant race differences in pain coping strategies ($ps > 0.01$), nor were there significant race differences in catastrophizing or religiosity.

3.3 Analysis of covariance

Results of a 2 (race) × 3 (praying) analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) controlling for baseline CSQ-R and PCS scores indicated a nearly significant main effect of prayer ($F_{2,200} = 2.82, p = 0.06, \eta^2 = 0.03$; see Table 3). Pairwise comparisons indicated that participants in the active prayer
group (estimated marginal mean [EMM] = 38.90, SE = 1.10) demonstrated a greater cold pain tolerance than those in the passive prayer group (EMM = 30.90, SE = 1.10; p = 0.06) and those in the no prayer group (EMM = 29.51, SE = 1.10; p = 0.03; see Table 4). The passive and no prayer groups did not significantly differ in pain tolerance (p = 0.70).

The main effect of race also trended toward significance [$F_{1,200} = 3.02; p = 0.08; \eta^2 = 0.02$] such that White participants (EMM = 36.31; SE = 1.07) demonstrated greater pain tolerance than Black participants (EMM = 30.20; SE = 1.07). The race × prayer interaction was not significant (see Tables 3 and 5).

### 4 Discussion

The purpose of this study was to examine the influence of prayer on the relationship between race and experimental pain tolerance. Although the main effects of prayer and race did not quite reach statistical significance, these differences were in the hypothesized directions. That is, Black participants demonstrated a lower
pain tolerance than White participants, and those in the active prayer condition demonstrated greater tolerance than those in the passive and no prayer conditions. Furthermore, Black participants in the passive prayer group demonstrated the lowest pain tolerance, while White participants in the active prayer group exhibited the greatest tolerance.

As expected, participants in the active prayer condition demonstrated a greater pain tolerance than those in the passive prayer condition. Passive coping is associated with avoidance and is related to worse pain and functioning in healthy and clinical populations [2, 29, 37, 39, 40, 57, 58]. As proposed in the Fear-Avoidance Model, a fearful appraisal of and emotional reaction to pain can lead to cognitive and behavioral avoidance (i.e. praying for pain to stop as well as avoiding activities that might cause pain) [59]. The passive nature of certain types of prayer may perpetuate this cognitive and behavioral avoidance, thus contributing to poor pain outcomes and in this case, a lower pain tolerance.

In addition to passive prayer being related to poorer outcomes, active prayer may lead to improved pain and related outcomes. Indeed, participants in the active prayer condition kept their hands in the water for 12 s or approximately 30% longer than those in the passive prayer condition, and 8 s or approximately 26% longer than those in the no prayer condition. By contrast, tolerance times for the passive and no prayer groups hardly differed at all – less than 1 s – suggesting that, rather than passive prayer leading to poorer pain tolerance, active prayer actually resulted in greater tolerance, especially for White participants. Although at odds with Geisser and colleagues’ [60] findings suggesting that “maladaptive” coping has a greater impact on pain outcomes than does “adaptive” coping, the pattern observed herein is consistent with literature suggesting that prayer is perceived as helpful among people with chronic pain [61, 62] and that, among religious pain-free persons, prayer is associated with lower pain intensity and unpleasantness ratings for experimental pain [27, 28].

Engaging in active prayer may facilitate self-management of pain (i.e. asking God for support in managing one’s own pain). Self-management is considered a key aspect of chronic pain care and is associated with better outcomes, including higher patient satisfaction and lower health care costs [63–65]. Indeed, many evidence-based psychosocial treatments, such as Cognitive Behavioral Therapy and acceptance-based approaches, specifically focus on enhancing patients’ self-management efficacy and skills. Active prayer that solicits God’s support in managing one’s pain fits nicely in this context.

Practitioners may also consider adapting psychosocial interventions for individuals who use religion and prayer to cope with pain. Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT) employs cognitive restructuring and behavioral techniques (e.g. behavioral activation, activity pacing) to reduce pain, enhance function, and improve quality of life [66]. Consistent with a client-centered approach to care, tailoring CBT to patients with a predilection or preference to cope using prayer would allow providers to incorporate patients’ religious beliefs and preferences, and to draw on their faith and relationship with God to promote active, self-management of pain.

Active prayer may also include meditative practice. Although techniques and definitions vary, meditation typically involves focused non-judgmental attention to the present moment [67]. Meditation has been shown to improve pain across various chronic pain conditions [68]. In this vein, active prayer may help individuals to focus their attention on living with pain (e.g. “God, help me make it to my son’s game despite this pain”) rather than praying for it to be taken away. Similarly, active prayer may be incorporated into an acceptance-based treatment approach. Acceptance and Commitment Therapy (ACT) helps patients to embrace their situation, alter their relationship with private events such as pain, remain focused on the present moment, and engage in committed action that aligns with their values. ACT is effective in improving pain, depression, anxiety, physical function, and quality of life in those with chronic pain [69]. Providers may utilize prayer within an ACT framework to help patients clarify their values and live a meaningful life in accord with those values. For example, patients may seek God’s help in being more active in their children’s lives rather than asking for pain elimination.

In contrast to the expected results of prayer, we were surprised that the main effect of participant race only trended toward significance. Previous studies have found that Black individuals demonstrate lower tolerance for experimental pain than do White individuals [15, 55, 56, 70]. Although a similar pattern was observed in the current study, the race difference was less pronounced. This finding may be due to the exclusion of potential participants who did not believe in the power of prayer. As Black individuals tend to be more religious than White individuals [71], it is likely that more White than Black non-believers were excluded from the study. Excluding White non-believers may have impacted the mean tolerance time for the White sample. Indeed, mean tolerance times for this study differ from previous studies. For example, using similar experimental methods, Meints and Hirsh [15] found that the mean tolerance time for
Black individuals was approximately 49 s and for White individuals it was 80 s. In the current study, Black participants showed a similar mean tolerance time (m = 42 s), whereas White participants demonstrated a much lower tolerance (m = 49 s). Thus, the difference in pain tolerance between White participants in the current study compared with those in a previous study may be accounted for by differences in religious coping between White believers and non-believers.

It is also important to consider race differences in religious affiliation and how this may moderate the relationship between race and prayer as a pain coping strategy. Although there were no race differences in religious affiliation in the current sample – most participants endorsed Christianity – there may have been denominational differences. Indeed, a survey of religion in the United States indicated that while 78% of White and 85% of Black individuals endorse Christianity, 78% of Blacks are Protestant while only 53% of Whites endorse a Protestant denomination [72]. On the other hand, 22% of Whites identify as Catholic compared to only 5% of Blacks. Given the differences in denomination, future studies should consider not only religious affiliation but also denominational differences when examining the relationship between religious coping, race, and pain.

This study is not without limitations. First, because participants were pain-free, these results may not generalize to individuals with chronic pain. Additionally, although we observed differences in pain tolerance between prayer conditions, these differences did not reach statistical significance. Because a robust estimated effect size was used in a priori power analyses (i.e. $d = 0.50$), it is possible the study was underpowered to identify true differences across prayer conditions. Further, the prayer manipulation may not have been salient enough to produce a meaningful effect. For example, in the passive prayer condition, participants repeated a statement asking God to take away the pain. Because participants understood that the pain would end upon them removing their hand from the water, prayer may have lacked the potency and been less relevant than if it was used during painful experiences of unknown duration (e.g. chronic pain). It is also possible that participants did not consider the coping statement to be a prayer. Furthermore, these statements were not individually tailored and thus may have been less meaningful. In future studies, researchers could generate a list of prayer statements and ask participants to choose the statement(s) that most resonates with them. Alternatively, participants may generate a list of meaningful prayers that can then be adapted for the pain task.

5 Conclusions

Results of this study suggest that passive prayer, like other passive coping strategies, may be related to lower pain tolerance and thus poorer pain outcomes, perhaps especially for Black individuals. This lends support to the notion that the passive nature of prayer, rather than prayer per se, may contribute to the race differences observed in experimental pain tolerance. That is, Black individuals more frequently endorse the use of passive prayer to cope with pain [15, 29] and this passive prayer is associated with lower pain tolerance, particularly for Black individuals. On the other hand, results suggest active prayer is associated with greater pain tolerance, especially for White individuals.

6 Implications

Taken together, these results indicate the need for a more nuanced understanding of prayer and its use and effectiveness as a pain coping strategy. Compared to passive prayer, active prayer is associated with greater pain tolerance and thus may facilitate self-management of pain. Consistent with this notion, psychosocial interventions may help religiously-oriented individuals, regardless of race, cultivate a more active style of prayer to improve their quality of life.
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